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Her enthusiasm and flare for the
dramatic make her presentations
engaging and the learning ‘stick’.
 
Aura has almost two decades of
experience as an award winning
professional photographer
combined with a background in
financial management and
marketing communications.  
  
She has a contagious energy,
impeccable professionalism and
an unwavering commitment to
sharing both real world business
strategies and innovative mindset
tools for business success and
creative innovation.  
 

Business & Creativity 

"Aura is one of the  
most energetic and engaging  

speakers I've ever seen."

"So inspiring!"

"Aura's professionalism 
and connection with  
the audience was  

critical to the  
success of our event. 

Thank you!" 

"I learned exactly what I  
needed to move forward 

with my creative
business."

"Loved the blend of practical
tips and inspiration."

Aura McKay is a leader
in connecting creativity
and commerce. 
 

Marketing Topics

Entrepreneurship Topics

You just want to get paid to do what you love.  
You are a classic Reluctant Entrepreneur and 'winging it'
is not a sound strategy for success.  

learn the framework for freedom 
unlock the key to entrepreneurial success 

Stand out in a sea of similarity by identifying and
leveraging your unique creative voice. 
 

The Reluctant Entrepreneur

Life Lessons From My Camera Bag

What Makes You So Special?

create the foundation for your branding
clarify your marketing message
attract your ideal clients  
feel confident in your value

Marketing Strategy - Simplified

Inspiring, relatable ideas for building a successful business
and living a fulfilling life using images and photography
metaphors to help creative thinkers connect to business
ideas and business thinkers connect to creativity.

KEYNOTES MC /  HOSTINGBREAKOUT SESSIONS FULL DAY WORKSHOPS

BOOK AURA TODAY

MPA, CPP

Stop wasting your time, effort, and money on marketing
that doesn't work by answering four simple questions. 
 

 
 
Aura shares the seven stages of her journey to
becoming an international award winning photographer
and running a profitable, sustainable, and fulfilling
business.


